SAMPLE TOUR: GERMANY AND THE BLACK FOREST
Itinerary downloaded on: September 27, 2022

11 days

All Educational World Tours are custom made for every group. This means this sample itinerary serves as
inspiration and is not a set itinerary. Activities specific to your group can be added as well as days,
destinations and sightseeing.

Day 1:

HOME - MUNICH

- Fly from departure city to Munich.

Day 2:

ARRIVAL TO MUNICH

- Upon arrival at Munich airport you will be met by your private charter bus. Transfer and check-in to your hotel.
- A fun-loving city where traditional and modern sit side by side, Munich hosts seasonal festivals that attract travellers from all over the
world. Its rich cultural calendar will also pique your curiosity.
- In the afternoon, take part in a guided city walking tour (2.5hrs) to get to know the Capital of Bavaria.
- Welcome dinner at a local restaurant.

Accomodations: Moderate accommodation in the Munich area - 3 nights.<br />A transportation pass for three days in MunichÂ is
included.

Day 3:

ARRIVAL TO MUNICH

- Breakfast at your accommodation.
- Board your private coach and spend the day at Hohenschwangau, where you will discover the famous Neuschwanstein Castle
(Full-day Tour).
- There will be time to purchase lunch during the tour.
- Dinner at your own arrangements.

Day 4:

MUNICH
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- Breakfast at your accommodation.
- Board your private coach and drive to Dachau Memorial, where you will partake in a guided tour (2.5hrs). You will learn about one of
the darkest part of the country's history.
- There will be time to purchase lunch after the tour.
- Rest of the day free at your leisure.
- Dinner at your own arrangements.

Day 5:

MUNICH - FREIBURG IM BREISGAU

- Breakfast at your accommodation and check-out.
- Make your way towards the Train Station (5 minutes walk) to get to Freiburg, a cultural paradise awash with museums.
- Upon arrival, use your transportation pass to get to your accommodation. Check in.
- There will be time to purchase lunch.
- Take part in a guided walking tour this afternoon (1.5hrs).
- Dinner at your own arrangements.

Accomodations: Moderate accommodation in Freiburg im Breisgau - 3 nights.<br />A transportation pass for three days in Freiburg im
Breisgau is included.

Day 6:

FREIBURG IM BREISGAU

- Breakfast at your accommodation.
- Use your public transportation tickets to get to the Schauinslandbahn (cable railway), which will take you right up the hill.
- Upon arrival, take part in a guided walking tour (1.5hrs) at the local Museums Berwerk (old mine). There will be time to purchase
lunch after the tour.
- Take some time to admire breathtaking views from the Eugen-Keidel-Turm. Please note: for this trip and the tour at the Museums
Bergwerk you will need sturdy shoes (hiking boots and the likes). A jacket is also highly recommended.
- Rest of the day at your leisure.
- Dinner at your own arrangements.

Day 7:

FREIBURG IM BREISGAU

- Breakfast at your accommodation.
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- Today, you will embark on a half-day guided walking and hiking tour. Learn about the history and cultural identity of the Black Forest,
a large forested mountain bordering France. Home to thick woodlands, lush meadows and many waterfalls, it offers diverse walking
opportunities with its many forest trails.
- Use your extended Public Transport Tickets to go to/come back from the meeting and drop-off points.
- There will be time to purchase lunch after the tour.
- Dinner at your own arrangements.

Day 8:

FREIBURG IM BREISGAU - STUTTGART

- Breakfast at your accommodation and check-out.
- Board your private charter bus and make your way to Stuttgart. Upon arrival, check-in to your accommodation. Originally known for
its automotive industry, it is no less popular as a tourist and cultural destination.
- There will be time to purchase lunch.
- Use the rest of the day to visit the Sommerfestival der Kulturen (availability dependant). The festival is free of charge and usually
takes place during this time of the year.
- Dinner at your own arrangements.

Accomodations: Moderate accommodation in the Stuttgart area - 3 nights.<br />A transportation pass for three days in StuttgartÂ is
included.

Day 9:

STUTTGART

- Breakfast at your accommodation.
- Board your private charter bus and drive to Kloster Hirsau. There you will take part in a half-day guided tour of the St. Paul and St.
Peter monastery. You can visit the monastery museum afterwards if you wish.
- There will be time to purchase lunch after the tour.
- Dinner at your own arrangements.

Day 10:

STUTTGART

- Breakfast at your accommodation.
- Day free at your leisure. Enjoy the acts and possibilities of the Sommerfestival der Kulturen!
- Farewell dinner at a local restaurant.
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Day 11:

STUTTGART - HOME

- Breakfast at your accommodation and check-out.
- Transfer to Munich Airport by private charter bus to board your international flight back home.
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